An intcrionic potential proposed by Dagcns, Rasolt, and Taylor has been used in classical computcrsimulation experiments on solid K at 162.5 and 311 K. Results for the dynamical structure factor S{gre) are compared with lattice-dynamical calculations employing the self-consistent harmonic approximation plus cubic anharmonic corrections. The lattice&ynamical calculations are in good accord with the simulation data at the lower temperature but near the melting point the simulation data yield considerably broader phonons, in qualitative agreement with experimental neutron-scattering data. The anharmonic interference effect which couples the one-phonon S,(@ts) to the multiphonon background is also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION The anharmonic properties of the simple alkalimetal potassium have been extensively studied over the past few years. The The raw MD data were stored every fourth step on a tape and subsequently used to compute statistical averages. A few equilibrium properties such as the internal energy, the pressure, the mean square amplitude of vibration of an ion, 2nd the isotropic pair distribution function g(r) were also calculated.
The main effort went into the computation of the dynamical structure factor S(Q,~). This is the Fourier transform with respect to time of the correlation function of the particle density operator Here the sum runs over the N atoms in the solid whose positions at time t are given by r(t ) = R + u(t ), where u(t ) is the displacement from the lattice point A. The angular brackets denote the statistical average that is evaluated using the MD data. Since our computations are purely elassieal they violate the well-known detailed balance condition In the following comparisons of the MD r esults with lattice dynamical calculations we use Schofield's ansatz" to correct the MD data.
The one-yhonon approximation to the intermediate scattering function is where V, =-~e~Q ('(I'). In the MD calculations both F (Q, f ) and F,(Q f }can be evaluated with equal facility" providirig a test of the "phonon expansion" of S(Q,~). The corresponding dynamical structure factors obey the f sum rules" Fig. 1 we show the spherically averaged radial distribution functions g(r}. These are of interest since scattering from sinall erystallites can be used to obtain g(r). " Although eight shells of neighbors are included in the calculations, the thermal motion smears these into only four apparent peaks. by the large intensity changes on the low-frequency side of the one-phonon peak. A shiR in peak position is also visible for the highest Q in Fig. 5 which is not visible in the SCH+ C case. A shift in peak position by S yp is possible only if the phonon group has significant intrinsic width. This shift illustrates the larger intrinsic width calculated in the MD simulation. In Fig. 5 we also see that the zone boundary Q*= (2.5, 2.5, 0)L phonon is sufficiently broad that it is barely visible above the multiphonon background. This perhaps explains why no results were reported experimentally for this phonon at elevated temperatures.
12-10- We now compare some selected phonon groups as calculated by MD with the predictions of the lattice-dynamic theory, SCH+ C in order to identify any differences. broader and more asymmetric than the SCH+C result. We believe these differences are due to higher-order anharmonic effects.
To identify the differences more closely, Fig. 7 shows S,(Q, &u) alone for Q*= (2.5, 2.5, 0)L caIcula- 
